Summer, Sun, AIKIDO !!!
Meanwhile, in the 15th year;
the very special kind of AIKIDO - Camp
Saturday 24. July to Saturday 31. July 2010
Who does not know him yet, has missed something for sure.

Olivier Pascal is 27 July to 31 July once again make for a wonderful
atmosphere for entertaining and top-class training.

He himself says:

"I have been trained in many DOJO in the world with good atmosphere and
interesting frame.
However, this DOJO is unique and robs me almost the senses! "
In Pardailho, a small southern French mountain village, 35 km from the Mediterranean
coast and about 80 km to the Spanish border. On a southern slope terrain with magnificent
views of the Pyrenees and the Mediterranean we are created extraordinary training opportunities, to the infinite variety of tourist attractions in the southern French Mediterranean,
combined with can be. from of seclusion in a pristine mountain landscape to tourism Total,
and each can to within one hour drive will find almost everything that heart can wish for.
There is plenty of space for tent or RV. On the site's electricity and water connection available. Toilets and showers are a special experience! Refrigeration for food are available,
such as simple cooking facilities. We do not offer luxury, but the incomparable magic of
nature! If you absolutely want to live comfortably, it has limited possibility to rent rooms in
the neighborhood, or among the various hotels, even a house.
Dining options come several times a week mobile grocers in the village. In the valley,
about 11 km, is Saint Chinian, a small town with Thursday and Sunday market. There are
two supermarkets and all other kinds of shops in addition to banks and excellent restaurants.
In Assignan, a neighboring village is the domain of Soulié with arguably the best wine of
the area. Guaranteed grown organically and soooo cheap! Mmmhh, and tastes!
Approximately 100 square tatami at our disposal all day. From 27 July in the morning and
evening training session will be offered.
A, autumn and spring storms tormented by the Shelter for tatami surface has finally
destroyed a storm last spring. Until the completion of our new, permanent DOJO, we will
as last time train "open air".
Since we want to get the case a familiar character on each, the number of active participants is limited to 24.

Relatives are welcome.
The participation fee:
for active AIKIDOKA 190,- Euro
for Relative
90,- Euro
for CHILDREN under 10 years nothing will be charged.
The participation fee includes:
On arrival day a group dinner with aperitif and wine
The next morning a breakfast together
Charges for water, electricity, use of a parking space and the intended Facilities,
course fee for active people.
Since we assume no liability can cost reasons, we strongly advise in advance to ensure adequate protection. The entire event will be at the risk of each participant!

Please register in writing before 30 June 2010 !!!
With Information about Aikido Association and prior knowledge, number of persons,
tent or camper.
At the latest within one week of registration is the confirmation of registration, the payment is due immediately. If the amount is not within another week here, we need the
space, unfortunately, otherwise granted without notice. After paying substitute a withdrawal by the participant only by lodging a possible. Says one participant from without
asking another person, or is it far from the event, or take only part of the event attended,
then a refund of the fee in whole or in part, not possible!
the locations of a special exhibit, number needed some guidelines to prevent damage, the
possible end and ensure the smooth harmony with the locals get to By registering each
declared itself ready to engage constructively in advance, and organizers to follow
strictly the recommendations!
A commitment to participate in the offered training times or in other companies is not
natural!
Please do not forget JO, BOKKEN and TANTO ! ! !
Messages sent to:

Peter Prehm, Laukamp 49, 22417 Hamburg,
Tel.: +49 40 / 520 32 41, Fax: +49 40 / 530 35 652
E-Mail: peprehm(at)gmx.de or info(at)aikido-in-hamburg.de

Payments by check if possible (for French peoples)),
or: Bettina John, account 98453009000, Crédit Agricole du Languedoc, France
See you in PARDAILHO !

